This paper is one chapter of a collection of essays -Property, State, and Community -which will be published with the Oxford University Press in 2011. I discuss in this chapter two recent ambitious attempts to divine the core normative essence of property; relying, respectively, on Kant and Aristotle, one finds property as a castle of independence, the other -as the locus of interdependence. I recognize the normative appeal of these rival theories: independence must be a core value in every humanistic tradition; and our embeddedness in communities is not only an important feature of the human predicament, but also a significant aspect of human flourishing. And yet I show that both theories fail and that their failures are mirror images of one another. Each theory ignores and thus undermines the value emphasized by its counterpart, and this omission also backfires. By refusing to allow interdependence and responsibility to play any role in its conceptualization of property, the property as independence school may end up undermining its own cause by entrenching widespread human dependence. Likewise, by resisting the commitment to legally entrench liberal exit and by insisting that reciprocity should not cap communities' demands of their members' contributions, the property as interdependence camp may dilute, rather than fortify, the value of community. I suggest that rather than trying to extract one regulative principle of the entire terrain of property, we should appreciate the value of the heterogeneity of property's domain. The multiplicity of property institutions is the key to property's normative promise. Property can be the home of both independence and interdependence (and can serve the other property values as well), and thus provide people with valuable options of human flourishing. Only by facilitating such diverse forms of human interaction -different property institutions -can property promote (as it does) the freedom-enhancing value of pluralism and the individuality-enhancing role of multiplicity, which are so crucial to the liberal ideal of justice.
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INTRODUCTION
Among the most exciting developments in recent property scholarship is the blossoming of property theory. Much of the current debate hinges on the structure, or form, of property. Both the challenges to the earlier canonical understanding of property as a bundle of sticks and the interest in the numerus clausus principle belong to this category.
But alongside this new and undoubtedly important focus, which was at the center of the previous chapters, the more established property theory discourse that focuses on the normative underpinnings of property is also experiencing a renewal. We are witnessing the emergence of two additional voices in the longstanding debates on the normative underpinnings of property. Both schools use venerable heritages, Kant's and Aristotle's, in order to distill the regulative principle of property. While their answers are not wholly new to students of contemporary property theory, they both contribute to the sharpening of two opposing understandings of property's raison d'être: whereas one elucidates the idea of property for independence, the other fleshes out the meaning of property for interdependence.
One of the aims of this chapter is to highlight these new voices, a purpose that is certainly intrinsically valuable.
1 But it is also valuable instrumentally because the dissonance between the normative appeal of both these accounts, their specific problems notwithstanding, and the sharp, even dramatic, contrasts between them, helps to unsettle the debate on the normative underpinnings of property. One possible conclusion of this apparent paradox is that property law and theory are doomed to a fundamental contradiction between these two poles, when each one's virtues point to its counterpart's vices. I will argue in this chapter that we should resist this disappointing conclusion.
In order to circumvent this normative deadlock, we need to pay attention to the common denominator shared by these two approaches as well as by many other normative accounts of property. Their joint implicit assumption is that one regulative principle guides property law or that, even if more than one value shapes property law, 3 there is one particular balance of property values that should guide the entire terrain. In this chapter, I challenge this tacit presupposition, claiming that this property monism, as I call it, is not only descriptively bankrupt but also normatively undesirable. (To clarify: neo-Aristotelians do acknowledge value pluralism and recognize the plurality of values that property can promote. Their monism refers only to the issue that is my focus here, namely, whether property has one unified underlying normative commitment, or whether different balances between the different property values should guide different property institutions.)
I maintain that the key move in the normative debate about property is to take the heterogeneity of our existing property doctrines seriously. This means settling the structural debate by endorsing the understanding of property as an umbrella of property institutions, as I described in the previous chapters and elaborate throughout the book, where each institution stands for a distinct balance of property values. Although this understanding does not per se resolve any normative inquiry, the pluralism of property helps to channel these inquiries into narrower human contexts, more likely to yield more determinate and satisfying answers. It also helps to demonstrate how property can serve both independence and interdependence, as well as other property values and various balances thereof.
I. NEW VOICES
Neither the notion that property is a stronghold of independence nor its understanding as a medium of cooperative interdependence is revolutionary. Property's role in protecting the negative liberty of owners, shielding them from other individuals and from the community as a whole by decentralizing power in society, is one of the canonical justifications of the right to private property. 2 Likewise, the idea that certain property arrangements serve to facilitate peaceable cooperation within a community of owners is also widely acknowledged by now. 3 Nonetheless, the accounts surveyed in this section still make an important contribution to the corpus of property theory, both because they provide particularly rich and ambitious elaborations of these ideas and because of their intriguing relationship as mirror images of one another. This understanding of the right to independence is crucial because it explains why, in this account, even when rights relate to issues beyond the physical organism of the self they must be absolute. If people are to be allowed "to exercise their freedom by controlling external objects of choice," as they should, these objects must be under the sole discretion of the choosing subject, so that all others must be bound by virtue of the power of the proprietor's unilateral will. 6 As an "expression of [one person's] purposiveness in relation to the purposiveness of others," the right to property must "limit the conduct of others in relation to particular things." "Your property constrains others because it comprises the external means that you use in setting and pursuing purposes; if someone interferes with your property, they thereby interfere with your purposiveness." 7 But allowing "one person coercively to restrict another's freedom through unilateral acts that establish proprietary rights to exclude" is problematic, because it allows the proprietor "to subordinate others to his or her purposes," and is thus "inconsistent with innate equality for all." This difficulty is profound, as it threatens to undermine the very independence for which property rights are introduced. The introduction of property rights thus creates a "conceptual tension" since these rights are required by the right to independence, but they also threaten this independence.
This impasse can only be broken by a transition to "the civil condition of law-governed society," which fulfills the (public!) duty to support the poor. In other words, pace Locke, "a purely unilateral act of acquisition can only restrict the choice of all other persons against the background of an omnilateral authorization, which is possible only in a condition of public right." 9 "The sovereign's assumption of the duty to support the poor makes up for the possible inaccessibility of the means of sustenance" and thus eliminates "the danger of being reduced to a means for others." Furthermore, because the duty to support the poor is aimed at resolving the "systemic difficulty that property poses," it is a "collective duty imposed on the people," so that "no-one's subsistence is dependent on the actions of others." In this way, although the poor are only "beneficiaries of a duty"
(they cannot have a right to subsistence since they cannot coerce the state, which is the ultimate repository of legitimate coercive power), the operation of this duty re-establishes people's non-dependence. 10 Indeed, "the only way that property rights can be made
[legitimately] enforceable is if the system that makes them so contains a provision for protecting against private dependence."
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This "civil condition is formed through a social contract that unites the will of all.
This contract is not a historical event but an idea of reason under which law is legitimate to the extent that it could have arisen from the consent of everyone." Indeed, it is this 6 from a merely unilateral act on the part of the acquirer to an omnilateral act, to which everyone as possible owners of property implicitly consents and whose rights-creating significance everyone acknowledges." 12 No valid social contract can be formed if some people "are completely beholden to the choice of another," as is the case with no public duty to support the poor, because "the person who can only occupy space with the permission of others has no capacity to set and pursue his or her own purposes." 13 But while the legitimacy of private property requires that the state, through the legislature, indeed take upon itself the duty to support the poor, it is not dependent upon the details of this tax legislation. As long as that legislation "is not an instance of one person unilaterally choosing for another" but rather of "the public purpose of creating and sustaining a rightful condition," the result is legitimate. "Whether the tax regime is the one that is most advantageous to you, or even to everyone, depends in part on particular decisions made by various officials, not all of which may be wise or prudent. So long as everyone acts in his or her official capacity, the result is authorized by law, and so is not arbitrary from the standpoint of freedom." In other words, as long as "the legislature acts within its powers, the result is not merely unilateral," and the "details of legislation" are "accidental from the standpoint of right." And yet, a significant resemblance between these two theories is also evident. NeoKantians present a monistic account, purporting to transcend a profound conceptual tension. Similarly, the neo-Aristotelian theory offers an understanding of property that purports to govern the entire terrain of property law. It starts off with the proposition that, because property rights are "inherently relational…. owners necessarily owe obligations to others," so that "ownership and obligation are deeply connected with each other" and "their mediating connection is community." But then, it insists that "no inherent conflict exists between legal support of the communities that facilitate human flourishing and legal respect of the moral autonomy of the individual," because "the obligation imposed on owners to sacrifice their property interests in some way can often be justified on the basis of cultivating the conditions necessary for members of our communities to live well-lived lives and to promote just social relations." of stability" and "the value of continuity," we must "reject the notion of the ideal community as one that is freely chosen and just as easily abandoned" and favor in its stead "a richer, stickier notion of community, one capable of satisfying the human need for stable companionship and sociability. These communities will often be given, not chosen, and there are reasons for thinking that they will often be characterized by relatively high costs of exit." Indeed, neo-Aristotelians do not support active restraints on exit. 17 They do, however, criticize the liberal position stating that the role exit plays in preserving people's independence requires law to strictly limit restraints on it. More particularly, as I explain below in Chapter Eight, Section II.A.1, liberals should sanction restraints on exit only insofar as they aim to ensure that exit decisions are informed rather than hasty and ignorant, and sincere rather than opportunistic. Neo-Aristotelians reject such a strong commitment to free legal exit because it "necessarily entails a commitment to discouraging or limiting people's enjoyment of certain valuable types of relationships -such as the one between parent and child -that can only come about with high costs of exit." any pretense of serving owners' self-interest because any reliance on "such self-interested calculation will undermine the very solidarity on which the social matrix depends. We owe and we pay because we have been, and continue to be dependent, and because we are members." 19 Owners' obligation to provide society those resources that it "reasonably regards as necessary for human flourishing" is ultimately based on dependency, and not on reciprocity. 20 On its face, this broad formulation can "dangerously expose [] individuals to the risk of effacement." 21 We are still urged, however, to resist the suspicion of "demands for sacrifice" or "the notion that sacrifice may be a virtue" because the very fostering of communities that, by definition, respect human flourishing, "would repudiate such a state of affairs." These communities would prevent systemic exploitation taking the form of continuously compelling sacrifices from the same individuals or communities or from particularly disadvantaged or vulnerable subgroups. They would also avoid "subjugating the individual to communal ends to such a degree that the individual's separate existence becomes meaningless." 22 
II. MIRRORING CRITIQUES
Both the neo-Kantian and the neo-Aristotelian accounts of property are splendid additions to contemporary property theory, not only because they revitalize revered authorities but also because they forcefully present pleasant utopias. People's right to independence is, or should be, a core value in every humanistic tradition. Similarly, our embedment in communities is both an important characteristic of the human situation and a significant aspect of human flourishing. The exploration of ways in which such profound normative ideals can guide our understanding of property is a reason for academic celebration.
Before we subscribe to either of these emerging schools, however, I suggest that we pause and consider their respective problems. Not surprisingly, the difficulties discussed below again mirror one another and again share the same structure. Not only is it the case that each side ignores and may thus undermine the value emphasized by its counterpart, but this omission may also backfire. By refusing any role to interdependence and responsibility in its conceptualization of property, the property as independence school may end up undermining its own cause by entrenching widespread human dependence.
Likewise, by resisting the legal entrenchment of liberal exit and by insisting that reciprocity not cap communities' demands of contributions from their members, the property as interdependence camp may dilute rather than bolster the value of community.
A. Is Private Law Libertarianism Viable?
The neo-Kantian account of property offers the most sophisticated version of an attractive strategy for reconciling the two most fundamental liberal values of liberty and equality, notwithstanding their inherent tension. 23 The basic idea is a "division of labor" between public law and private law. The concern for the well-being or, for neo-Kantians, the independence of other people, is solely the responsibility of the government, through its tax and redistribution mechanisms. By contrast, individuals are not required to treat others with care or concern in utilizing their private property. On the contrary, insofar as they do not harm anyone, they are entitled to a self-interested attitude. Such a division of labor between public and private law is an appealing and, some say, the only way of preserving personal liberty, leaving the agent's moral private space free of claims from others while remaining loyal to the egalitarianism entailed by the fundamental liberal maxim of equal concern and respect.
Is private law libertarianism indeed viable? In what follows, I argue it is not. To see why, consider two significant and related ambiguities of our neo-Kantian accounts. The first concerns the threat that robust, indeed absolute, property rights pose to propertyless people. On the one hand, our Kantians seem to recognize that ownership is a source of economic and therefore social, political, and cultural rights and powers, the correlative of which are other people's duties and liabilities. 24 Thus, they broadly define this threat as one of potential dependence that may apply, for example, as they themselves seem to acknowledge, to the numerous cases of propertyless workers who only rent living space or even live on the employer's land without renting. This broad understanding of the threat posed by absolute property rights explains why neo-Kantians reject, and rightly so, Locke's claim that unilateral acquisitions entailing no material disadvantage are easily justified. As they explain, in order to justify placing others "under a perfectly general obligation to refrain from using an object," we need to satisfactorily "engage the issue of freedom." 25 On the other hand, however, we read that the justified complaint of the propertyless according to these accounts is much more limited, and the threats to absolute property rights that need to be addressed concern only survival -the satisfaction of basic needs or the accessibility of means of sustenance. In a situation of pre-property-relations, adequate responses to threats to survival involving supply of basic needs or lack of access to means of sustenance may well have secured independence. In the civil condition of a lawgoverned society, however, the problem of dependence cannot be fully addressed by securing sustenance because property relations, especially if property rights are given the absolutist interpretation called for by neo-Kantians, introduce new and different modes of dependence. 26 In this world, our world, interpersonal dependence often takes the form of subordination, which is generated by severe inequalities even when everyone's survival and basic needs are secured. Independence, then, can hardly be meaningfully secured without addressing these inequalities.
The second ambiguity of the neo-Kantian account of property relates to the cure that can properly address the threat to absolute property rights, and thus legitimize their enactment. On the one hand, neo-Kantians insist on a high threshold of legitimacy that would require all affected parties to be reasonably assumed to have consented to the resulting regime. The unilateralism of proprietors' conduct, they claim, can only be validated by omnilateral authorization. This implies a demanding substantive threshold since, in order to assume such consent, one needs to demonstrate that no one has a plausible objection to the acquisition. Yet, if we take independence seriously, this cannot be the case if such an acquisition could result in someone's subordination. 27 On the other hand, we read that the required legitimacy is much less demanding, that the contractarian constraint relates merely to procedure, and that as long as the form of tax-andredistribution legislation is in place, its substantive details are a matter of indifference insofar as the challenge of legitimizing robust property rights is met.
If the only problem that needs to be addressed is survival or access to means of sustenance rather than the independence of the propertyless in a world where property relations significantly affect interpersonal power, or if the only requirement we can pose to a putative solution is one of form rather than substance, the justificatory challenge faced by private law libertarianism is easily met. But if omnilateral authorization is not to be reduced to an ideological device of legitimation, the broad, even if hypothetical, consent it stands for must be plausible. This means that survival and the satisfaction of basic needs cannot be our only concern, and procedural adequacy cannot exhaust the justificatory burden at stake. Given the threat of dependence posed by property rights, and the far from optimal response of contemporary legislatures and governments to poverty, private law libertarians can justify a private law regime of absolute property rights only if they can plausibly demonstrate that the public law of tax and redistribution can substantively meet the problem of dependence, broadly defined. In other words, they need to demonstrate that public law is likely to supplement private law with rules that would adequately remedy the injustices of a libertarian private law, at least in terms of interpersonal dependence if not in terms of distribution, so that omnilateral consent can be plausibly assumed.
This burden of persuasion is insurmountable for three reasons. The first is quite straightforward. The realities of interest group politics in the promulgation of tax legislation in liberal democracies make egalitarian tax regimes, such as one based on Rawls' difference principle, a matter of political theory rather than of empirical reality.
Rather than being a contingent failure, this unfortunate result is built into the idea of democracy. Democratic legislatures are expected to reflect the "grammar of democratic politics" which is "a hybrid of preferences and reasons." influenced by the conception of ownership applied by our private law, the self-regarding attitude generated by extreme private law libertarianism may undermine the hope for endorsing egalitarian policies when we come to shape our public law.
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I obviously do not deny that people can and often do apply different and at times even opposing standards in different normative spheres. Yet our stance in one sphere may sometimes affect our stance in another, and in such cases, we should take such external 33 My point is that, by pushing the entire burden of social responsibility and distributive justice to the welfare state, neo-Kantians do not avoid the problem of dependence. 34 )
The neo-Kantians response to this concern is that "dependence involves a relationship with someone who, without breaching a duty, can withhold a benefit necessary for one's survival," and that because the state is under a duty to support the poor and "has no motivation to withhold support," the receipt of state support "does not make the needy subservient to the will of others." 35 This response is tellingly articulated without mentioning the bureaucrats who run the welfare system and premised on a rather surprising analogy to the parent-child relationship,everything we know about the workings of modern welfare states. 37 In order to make it somewhat more reliable, neo-Kantians should have at least advocated a radical reform of the welfare system to, for instance, one providing universal rather than means-tested entitlements, so as to avoid marking anyone as dependent. But even this reform would not have necessarily eliminated dependency given the features and dynamics of governmental bureaucracies. 38 The notion of a welfare state without dependence is so detached from real life and from almost any imaginable welfare system run by real people as to become sheer window-dressing for an arrangement that would most likely generate widespread human dependence.
B. Are Illiberal Communities Desirable?
The neo-Kantian property scheme ultimately fails, I argued, because its lack of any sense of social obligation is likely to undermine its own utopia of universal independence. The failure of its neo-Aristotelian counterpart is, I will now claim, a mirror-image of selfdefeat: its marginalization of personal independence by celebrating virtuous communities without ensuring proper legal safeguards for their members' independence paradoxically risks undermining the community's good.
To see why, note that the reluctance to allow any legal entrenchment of free exit is not merely a contingent but rather a constitutive feature of the dependency school. The availability of free exit threatens the flourishing of rich meaningful communities because exit tends to destabilize sharing and trust by exacerbating the difficulty of collective action, inviting opportunism, and thus threatening cooperation, even in long-term relationships. 39 Furthermore, in most of the relevant contexts regulated by property law, such as co-ownership, common interest communities, or local governments, a regime that secures free legal exit can hardly facilitate the virtuous communities that neoAristotelians celebrate. When strict limits on restraints on exit are in place, strong and wealthy members who can anticipate that they might be required to invest significantly more than they expect to receive back in the long-term, either in the community or in the well-being of its weaker members, are likely to leave. 40 participants' decisions to leave are indeed informed rather than hasty and ignorant, and sincere rather than opportunistic. 43 Furthermore, a property regime that structures material relationships among community members along the lines of long term reciprocity does not, as Alexander and Peñalver imply, reflect the type of calculated and self-interested state of mind antithetical to the solidarity on which communities rely.
Quite the contrary. While cautious to avoid utopian views of community or its casting into a family model, the notion of long-term reciprocity does respect the significance of community. Rejecting atomistic, short-term strict accounting, this notion seeks to recognize the non-commodified meaning of membership alongside its more calculated and hence commodified aspect. Thus, although long-term reciprocity does not rule out the role of community as a source of mutual advantage, it fosters its understanding as a locus of belonging. 44 Preserving exit and discarding sacrifice thus need not imply giving up the pivotal human goods of community.
Securing legal exit, thereby making rough long-term reciprocity rather than a more virtuous standard the legal cap for interpersonal reliance in communities regulated by property law, is not only compatible with community. It is also necessary to ensure that membership in such communities does not threaten to overwhelm the members' individual identity. Free legal exit is a prerequisite to geographic, social, familial, and political mobility, all essential for preserving individual freedom. 45 Allowing for exit is also a crucial mechanism for disciplining social organizations and ensuring the responsiveness of groups to their members' interests. 46 Without exit, the claim of neoAristotelian property theorists that constitutive communities could not culminate in the systemic exploitation of weak members 47 may end up as a hollow, dangerous hope.
Neo-Aristotelians resist the idea that liberal exit needs to be legally entrenched in order to protect individuals within communities. They argue that substantive norms, such as human rights, can replace exit without undermining the ability of non-abusing communities to make demands that happen to encumber one or more members at any given moment. They also claim that support for the legal entrenchment of liberal exit seems inconsistent with the accepted disregard of social constraints on exit, typically through informal pressure, which may be just as detrimental to exit as the resisted legal restraints. 48 The first of these counterarguments is inadequate because, although human rights and other protective norms may function as effective protective devices, liberal exit is above all a means to secure members' independence. Allowing people to leave and dissociate is no less important than making sure they are not maltreated. coherently argue that the law should, at the same time, avoid interference with objectionable social practices, and resist its active recruitment in support of them. Even when exit is not viable due to robust social norms, entrenching the liberal cap of legally sanctioned exit-restraints is valuable because it preserves the hope that such an exitfriendly law can begin to ameliorate these illegitimate practices.
The problem with limiting legal exit is not confined to this concern of independence and touches upon the actual good of the community. By marginalizing independence, neo-Aristotelians may indeed end up undermining community, because part of what makes our normative communities meaningful is that they are realized through voluntary choice, if not ex ante, then at least ex post. Meaningful self-identification and its ensuing benefits should be part of the good life for individuals, not a legal duty they must bear regardless of its continuing appeal. In order to assure that any given community is good for people, law should ensure that the participation of individuals in social groups is legally voluntary by securing the ability of members to decide whether and for how long to participate. People are partly constituted by their participation in a community and by their relationship with other members, but they should be able to choose whether to abandon this part of their identity. Committed members of such liberal communities must be able to intermittently adopt a critical perspective on the communities with which they deeply identify, and even decide to exit them and that part of their identity. 49 The phenomenology of a decision to exit such a community is interpretive: a member contemplating exit considers the extent to which she is defined by her community, and then evaluates herself as that person. It is at this evaluative stage -"is this part of me good, or at least good enough?" -that the individual takes, and should take, center stage.
Thus, only the legal power to exit can convert the daily life of a community into a continuous affirmation of its value in its members' life. 50 
III. PROPERTY AS INSTITUTIONS
If the analysis so far is convincing, we seem to have reached a deadlock. The neo-Kantian account builds on the indisputable value of independence, only to realize that without room for social responsibility within our understanding of property and taking this value to its logical conclusion, law would be self-defeating and yield widespread dependence.
Its neo-Aristotelian counterpart leads to a structurally symmetrical conclusion: building on the value of constitutive communities, this account ends up celebrating involuntary communities of sacrifice that, by disregarding members' right to exit, end up being both exploitative and inauthentic.
Neo-Kantians may try to resist the symmetry by insisting that my critique of their view is merely pragmatic and thus contingent, whereas that of the Aristotelian position is conceptual. My critique of property as independence, they may argue, relies on the selfishness of owners and the pettiness of bureaucrats, so that in a decent world it would be irrelevant. Even in such a world, however, a community failing to adequately respect its members' choices cannot be genuine. 51 The fact that, within limits, different societies are morally permitted to choose both explains and justifies some measure of cross-cultural variability. It thus renders some of our social choices contingent. But this contingency does not undermine the moral significance of our social conventions. Thus, for example, although certain human activities are only contingently valuable -and are absent from, or marginal in, other social environments in other places or other eras -they may still "provide us with invaluable channels through which we are able to express ourselves or with means that expand our options and allow us to achieve objectives we would otherwise be unable to achieve." 60 This appreciation of our existing social world is by no means a recipe for uncritical affirmation of the status quo because, in order to validate our current practices, we must be able to explicitly justify their value. "The requirement of justification is always potentially challenging to some of our conventional opinions because it requires at least a respectable universalistic façade, an idealized picture, that can be -and often is necessarily live up to. The idealism of our social world, even if it is a hypocritical idealism, is the best source of any critical engagement." 61 A commitment to pluralism leads us not only to value and critically reexamine our existing social and, in the current context, legal conventions. It also requires us to realize that these legal constructs need not all be guided by the same underlying normative commitments. In fact, as noted, value pluralism makes it reasonable, even desirable, for the law to adopt more than one set of principles and thus more than one set of coherent doctrines. 62 The plurality of potentially authentic but conflicting ideals and conceptions of the good requires law to recognize and promote the freedom-enhancing function of pluralism and the individuality-enhancing role of multiplicity. Thus, a liberal law should facilitate, within limits, the co-existence of a variety of social spheres that embody different modes of valuation. 63 This is one of the reasons why, notwithstanding the failure of the attempt to neatly separate private law from public law along the neo-Kantians lines discussed above, the law is nonetheless justified in preserving some differentiation between the private and the public. Retaining separate legal constructions of horizontal and vertical social interactions is an important means of fracturing and multiplying human authority. 64 Moreover, and more importantly for the purposes of this chapter,
given that property law governs so many aspects of human action and interaction, this commitment to pluralism is also a major reason for property theory to resist unifying normative accounts of property law in its entirety. Acknowledging, indeed celebrating the multiplicity of property, need not and does not render property disharmonious. Rather, it means that because property is analogous to a complex piece of music, with full orchestration, looking only at a melody line risks missing most of the performance. Regarding many of these property institutions, the law-in-action as well as the law in the books often falls short of the human ideals they represent. But, as noted, these gaps only demonstrate the significance of fleshing out these ideals so that contestants can utilize them to force these property institutions to live up to their own implicit promises.
Thus, for property pluralists, the main task of property theory is not to ascertain a uniform core meaning of property but rather to distill the distinct human ideals of the various 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The role of property in vindicating people's independence, which is in turn a precondition for their autonomy, is crucial. Property's function in providing the infrastructure for productive cooperation and meaningful interdependence in constitutive communities is no less significant. But when theorists seek to rest the entire terrain of property law either on dependence or on interdependence, they end up undermining the very value they seek to vindicate. Their difficulties are not failures of reasoning. Rather, they derive from a misguided property monism. Given the heterogeneity of property law, trying to envisage one single normative foundation of property is not only a hopeless mission but also an illconceived enterprise, oblivious to the virtue of property's pluralism. This conclusion by no means precludes the significance of normative critical reflection on property. Quite the contrary: it highlights the significant role of this type of property theory in analyzing, refining, and reforming the various property institutions assembled under the umbrella of property. This is the task I assume in the remainder of this book.
1 Let me clarify at the outset that, although I find the entry of these new voices valuable, I do not pretend to offer a full description and assessment of either position on its own terms. My main mission in this chapter is to use the comparison between the neo-Kantian or neo-Aristotelian accounts of property to make my own observations regarding property's pluralism. This undertaking explains both the broad brush I use to present both positions, and the external perspective I employ in describing them. These features of Section I may be particularly conspicuous in my description of the neo-Kantian position, which leaves out the sequential nature of the Kantian argument and its insistence that property can only be characterized formally.
